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Blue Sage smudge 3pk 4”
Cedar,White& Blue Sage smudge 3pk
Ceremonial smudge 3-pk 4”
Offering three conveniently
This collection of smudge
Utilizing three herbs often
sized smudge sticks of
sticks provides you with an
used for smudging; these
tightly packed blue sage,
assortment of traditional
ceremonial smudge sticks
this 3-pack of blue sage is
herbs used within smudgincorporate Mountain Sage,
a great bargain for anyone
ing practice, including
Cedar, and Sweetgrass for
who enjoys the purifying art
Cedar, White Sage, and Blue
your purification and banof smudging. 4”
Sage. 4”
ishing rituals. 4”

$10.95

RS3BS

$11.95

$11.95

RS3BWC

RS3CE

Cedar smudge 3-pk 4”
Sage Dragon’s Blood smudge 3-pk 4”
Dragon’s Blood smudge 3-pk 4”
This three-pack provides
Dragon’s Blood Sage 3”+ (3
This three pack of smudge
you with three Cedar
pack). Dragon’s Blood resin
sticks blends white sage
smudge sticks, bundled
mixed with mountain sage
with dragon’s blood resin,
together so as to burn easily
to create a powerful tool for
mingling two of the most
and produce purifying and
cleansing and purification.
popular fragrances within
cleansing smoke. 4”
magical practice into a
wonderful ritual tool. Enjoy

$11.95

RS3CED

$11.95

Mystic Gold smudge 3pk 4”
Prosperity smudge 3pk 4”
Each mystic gold smudge
The prosperity smudge
stick three pack contains
stick 3-pack provides you
three smudge sticks blendwith a wonderful addition
ing the scent of sage and
to your rituals intended
frankincense for purification
to invoke good luck, well
and blessings. 4”
being, wealth, and general
prosperity. 4”

$8.95

RS3MY

White Sage smudge 3pk 3”
Perfect for blessings,
prayers and purification
rituals this pack contains
three mini white sage
smudge sticks. These sticks
often run large and can be
up to 4”. 3”

$10.95

RS3WS

$8.95

$9.95

RS3DBS

RS3DR

Stargate smudge 3pk 4”
Mingling Mountain Sage,
White Sage, Rosemary and
Sweetgrass, the layered fragrance of Stargate Smudge
sticks is perfect for purification, blessings, meditation,
and astral travel. 4”

$8.95

RS3PR

RS3ST

White Sage Dragon’s Blood smudge 3-pk 4” 4” Blessing smudge
This three pack of smudge
An 4” long bundle of Mounsticks blends white sage
tain Sage, White Sage and
with dragon’s blood resin,
Cedar, suitable for all your
mingling two of the most
ritual cleansing and smudgpopular fragrances within
ing needs. Sage Brush.
magical practice into a wonderful ritual tool. 4”

$11.95

$3.95

RS3WSDR

RS4BLE

4” Combo smudge
4” Sage & Frankincense smudge
4” Healing smudge
A combo pack of 2 - 4” CaliFrankincense Smudge Stick
A 4” long bundle of Mounfornia White Sage bundles,
4” (Mountain Sage & Franktain Sage, Cedar & Copal.
and 2 - Palo Santo sticks.
incense Resin) Packaged.

$10.95

RS4COM

$3.95

$3.95

RS4FI

RS4HEA

4” Lavender smudge
4” Love smudge
4” White Sage & Lavender smudge
Lavender smudge is burned
An 4” long bundle of Moun4” White Sage & Lavender
for blessing and banishing
tain Sage, white sage & wild
smudge stick.
and helps to create sacred
lavender.
space.

$3.95

RS4LAV

$3.95

4” Meditation smudge
4” Sage & Myrrh smudge
An 4” long bundle of Sage,
Myrrh Smudge Stick 4”
Frankincense, Myrrh &
(Mountain Sage & Myrrh
Copal, suitable for all
Resin).
your ritual cleansing and
smudging needs. Especially
blended for use in Meditation Rituals.

$3.95

RS4MED

$3.95

$3.95

RS4LOV

RS4MY

4” Palo smudge

RS4LV

An 4” long bundle of Sage,
Mountain Sage, and Palo
Santo power for all your
ritual cleansing and smudging needs.

$3.95

RS4PAL
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4” Prosperity smudge
4” Sage & Copal smudge
An 4” long bundle of MounCopal Smudge Stick 4”
tain Sage Pine.
(Mountain Sage & Copal
Resin).

$3.95

RS4PRO

$3.95

RS4WC

Sage smudge stick 5”
Sage & Cedar smudge 5”
An important part of
Blending traditional Sage
purification rituals in many
with the influence of
cultures and traditions, sage
Cedar, this smudge stick is
smudge sticks are often
ideal for rituals and spells
used for blessings and the
of purification within a
removal of negative enerwide range of cultures and
gies. 5”
traditions. 5”

$5.95

RS5S

$5.95

RS5SCE

Sage & Lavender smudge stick 5”
Sage & Pinion Pine smudge stick 5”
This smudge stick introSage has been combined
duces Lavender to the
with the Pinion Pine to add
traditional art of smudging,
pine to the smoke for fertiladding its calming influence
ity and purification magic.
to the purifying qualities of
5”
Sage within this Sage and
Lavender smudge stick. 5”

$5.95

RS5SL

$5.95

RS5SP

Variety smudge stick 3-pk 5”
This is a sample pack of a
three different smudges in
the wide variety we have
in stock for all your ritual
needs. 5”

White Sage smudge stick 6-pk 3”+
Intended to be used in the
sacred art of smudging,
this 6-pack offers six white
sage smudge sticks whose
smoke will help you wash
away negative energy and
ill influence. 3”+

$14.95

$21.95

RS5VAR

RS6WS

4” White Sage & Yerba Santa smudge
4” White Sage, Blue Sage, &
Yerba Santa smudge stick.

$3.95

RS4YBW

Sage & Copal smudge 5”
This Sage and Copal
smudge stick blends these
two ingredients into a
fantastic aid in cleansing
people, places and items of
negative energy and influence. 5”

$5.95

RS5SCO

Sage & Sweetgrass smudge stick 5”
Blending Sage and Sweetgrass, this smudge stick
mingles two of the most
commonly used herbs used
in smudging rituals into a
single smudge stick for purification and cleansing. 5”

$5.95

RS5SS

8” White Sage Mix smudge
White and Sacred feather
sage stick mix. Sacred
Feather is a variety of sage
that graces the high desert
areas of AZ, NM, and UT.
Its soft feathery foliage has a
delicate fragrant smoke that

$9.95

RS8FEAM

8” White Sage & Mugwort smudge
Barred Wing Smudging Feather
Black Sage smudge 4”
An 8” smudge stick for all
This genuine, barred patBlack sage also called mugyour ritual smudging needs
terned, smudging feather is
wort smudge, is a popular
made from White Sage and
intended to be the perfect
smudge stick used by those
Mugwort. Made in U.S.A.
tool for fanning your sacred
who are seeking spiritual
(not bagged).
smoke during purification
journeys. 4”
and prayer rituals. 6 - 12”

$9.95

RS8WMW

$4.95

RSBAR

$3.95

RSBKS3

Black Sage smudge stick 8”
Blessing smudge stick 5-6”
Blue Sage smudge 4”-5”
Also called mugwort
Using all natural ingrediGreat for your smudging
smudge, it is of particular
ents, the Kumeyaay Indians
rituals, this small smudge
use to those practitioners
created this variety of
stick has been created with
who seek aid in path worksmudge stick to bring blessour bundled blue sage. 4”
ing, divination, dream
ings and good fortune into
- 5”
work or all manner of other
your life. 5-6”
spiritual journeys. 8”

$10.95

RSBKS8

$5.95

RSBLE

Cedar smudge stick 4”
Cedar smudge stick 7”
Used within smudging,
Of great use in blessings
this small cedar stick can be
and rituals of purification,
burned to help cleanse and
this Cedar Smudge Stick
purify an area, and otherbrings the sacred smoke of
wise offer protection against
Cedar to your ritual and
negative energy. 4”
prayer. 7”

$3.95

RSC5

$7.95

RSC7

$3.95

RSBS

Sage & Cedar smudge stick 7”
Combining the cleansing properties of sage and
cedar, this smudge stick is
great for use in rituals of
purification. 7”

$8.95

RSC7S
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Ceremonial smudge stick 5-6”
Intended for purifications
and blessings, this all natural smudge stick has been
created by the Kumeyaay
Indians of Baja California
and Mexico. 5-6”

$5.95

White Sage smudge W/ Shell
Desert Sage smudge stick 7”
Perfect started pack of
An important part of
white sage with an abalone
purification rituals in many
shell burner. All you need
cultures, the desert sage
is matches to start cleaning
smudge stick offers off a
your enviroment. 3”x5” bag
fragrant smoke often used
with a 3” shell.
for cleansing. 7”

$3.95

RSCER

RSCSAB

$8.95

RSD7S

Desert Magic stick 4”
Dragons Blood & White Sage 5-6”
Dragons Blood & White Sage 3-4”
Artemisia tridentate, is best
This wonderful smudge
Healing and protecting is
known as the richly arostick blends white sage
the goal of this powerful
matic sage that blankets the
and dragon’s blood resin,
duo. 3-4” long sage smudge
Sana Fe, Taos area. It’s framingling two of the most
stick infused with Dragon’s
grance draws your heart to
popular fragrances within
Blood resin.
the wind swept, sun blessed
magical practice into a wondeserts of New Mexico. 4”
derful ritual tool. 5” - 6”

$3.95

$6.95

RSDM4

RSDRA

$4.95

RSDRA4

Dream Spirit smudge stick 5-6”
Leather Wrapped smudging feather 12”
Leather Wrapped smudging feather 10”
The Kumeyaay Indians creUse this feather to weep the
A ritual smudging feather
ated this smudge stick from
smoke of sage or sweetgrass
suitable for all your ritual
all natural ingredient to spein rituals of purification and
smudging needs with a
cifically aid you in finding
prayer. 12”
leather and cord wrapped
the wisdom of the dream
handle and leather tassel.
spirit in your dreams. 5-6”
10”

$5.95

$22.95

RSDRE

RSFEA

$7.95

RSFLH

Harmony smudge stick 5-6”
Healing smudge stick 5-6”
Small Juniper smudge 3”
Bring blessings of serenity,
Bring blessings of good
Cleanse and purify with this
peace, and harmony with
health with this Healing
juniper smudge stick, using
this Harmony Smudge stick,
Smudge stick, crafted by the
its fragrant smoke to attraccrafted by the Kumeyaay
Kumeyaay Indians of Baja
tive positive energies and
Indians of Baja California
California and Mexico. 5-6”
remove the negative, and
and Mexico. 5-6”
help bring good fortune into
your life. Loose pieces and

$5.95

$5.95

RSHAR

Kin Nic Kin Nic smudge 1oz
Smudge kit
A loose herbal smudge
blend often used for cleansing and purification over
charcoal or open fire. Use
on charcoal or in ritual
hearth fire. 1oz

$13.95

RSKIN

California White Sage smudge 7”
This large bundle of white
sage has been gathered
specifically for smudging,
providing you with a great
tool for your smudging
ritual. 7”

$10.95

RSL8W

Love & Happiness smudge 5-6”
Created by the Kumeyaay
Indians of Baja California
and Mexico, this smudge
stick features a special
blend of herbs intended to
bring blessings of love into
your life. 5-6”

$5.95

RSLOV

RSHEA

This handy smudge kit
wooden box comes complete with, 1 abalone shell,
1 carved wooden tripod to
hold your abalone shell, 1
package of 1 bundled 3”
California White Sage. The

$25.95

RSKIT

$3.95

RSJSW3

Sage & Lavender smudge stick 7”
Sage and Lavender have
been mingled in this
smudge stick to create a
fantastic blend for your
purification and smudging
rituals. 7”

$8.95

RSL7S

Lavender smudge 8”
8” Blue Sage smudge
A powerful combination
Offering a lighter fragrance
when it comes to improving
than traditional white sage,
you or your environments
this large blue sage smudge
energy. Bundled smudge
stick is a wonderful alternastick of White Sage &amp;
tive for your rituals of blessLavender. 7”-8”
ing, prayer, cleansing and
purification. 8”

$10.95

RSLAV8

$10.95

RSLBS

White Sage Kit smudge
Mystic Gold smudge stick 5-6”
A kit containing everything
This fragrant smudge stick
you need for an altar or
blends age smudging and
ritual smudging. Comes
the richly scented incenses
with a small cobra stand,
of Western occult practices,
abalone shell, feather, and
blending Mountain Sage
3” white sage smudge stick.
with Frankincense for puriMade in U.S.A.
fication and blessings. 5-6”

$7.95

RSMSK

$5.95

RSMYSG
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Sage & Copal smudge stick 7”
Blending traditions, the
Sage and Copal Smudge
Stick uses both sage and
copal for purification, making it a great addition to
your cleansing rituals and
blessings. 7”

$8.95

RSO7S

Palo Santo 5 smudge sticks
Palo Santo 5 smudge sticks Amazonian
Palo Santo sticks come from
Palo Santo sticks come from
the bursera graveolens tree
the bursera graveolens tree
in the South American rainin the South American rainforest and this truly unique
forest and this truly unique
aromatic wood is burned
aromatic wood is burned
as incense. For centuries,
as incense. For centuries,
before it was introduced to
before it was introduced to

$11.95

$18.95

RSPAL5

RSPAL5A

Palo Santo chips smudge 1oz
Palo Santo smudge 5 pk & Oil
Palo Santo pwd smudge 1/2oz
Palo Santo wood is a rosy
Five pack including oil.
Palo Santo wood is a rosy
sweet-smelling wood also
Palo Santo is a Sacred wood
sweet-smelling wood also
know as Holy wood. The
from Brazil, It is highly
know as Holy wood. The
chips will smolder for
regarded by the indigenous
powder will smolder for
several minutes once lit and
people for its healing propseveral minutes once lit and
blown out. 1/2” - 3/4”
erties. Used for calming and
blown out.
grounding, spiritual purify-

$7.95

RSPALC1

$8.95

$3.95

RSPALO

Palo Santo smudge 2oz 3-4”
1 Lb Palo Santo smudge
4” Pine smudge
Palo Santo wood is a rosy
Palo Santo wood is a rosy
sweet-smelling wood also
sweet-smelling wood also
known as Holy wood. The
known as Holy wood. The
sticks will smolder for
sticks will smolder for
several minutes once lit and
several minutes once lit and
blown out. 3 1/2” - 4”
blown out. 70 - 80 sticks 1lb.

$18.95
8” Pine smudge

RSPALS

Smudge and cleanse your
area with this pine smudge
tied and ready for purifying. This bundle runs thick
and full. Often over sized.
8”

$7.95

RSPIN8

$56.95

RSPALSB

Purification smudge W/ Shell
A full 3” x 5” bag of purification sage & herb mix w/
Red Abalone Shell burner.
3”

$3.95

RSPMAB

RSPALP5

This tied pine smudge is
ready to cleanse and purify
your area. No matter what
your tradition, smudging
an area helps change the
energy. 4”

$3.95

RSPIN4

Prosperity smudge stick 5-6”
All natural, these smudge
sticks have been created by
the Kumeyaay Indians to
bring blessings of prosperity into your life. 5”- 6”

$5.95

RSPRS

Palo Santo smudge 6 pk
Sage & Sweetgrass smudge 7”
smudge Hand Fan 6 1/2” x 3 1/2”
Palo Santo wood is a rosy
Sage and Sweetgrass have
A small hand fan small
sweet-smelling wood also
both been used for purificaenough to pack away in
know as Holy wood. The
tion and cleansing, making
a travel altar and serve
sticks will smolder for
this smudge stick a great
all your smudging needs.
several minutes once lit and
tool for ritualistic blessings
Made of dyed & woven
blown out. 3 1/2” - 4”
and prayers. 7”
palm fronds. 6 1/2” x 3
1/2”

$6.95

RSPSW6

$8.95

RSS7S

$1.95

RSSMU

Stargate smudge stick 5-6”
Wee Sage smudge stick 4”
California White Sage smudge 3”
This smudge stick blends
Bundled tightly with cotThese tight bundles of
Mountain Sage, White Sage,
ton thread, the Wee Sage
California White Sage are a
Rosemary, and Sweetgrass
Smudge Stick is a short and
great addition to any ritual
- a blend well suited for
thick smudge stick perfect
practice. Light one and almeditation, purification,
your ritual practice. 4”
low the fragrant smoke
and astral travel. 5-6”
to carry your prayer and
magic. 3”

$5.95

RSSTA

California White Sage smudge 4”
These tight bundles of
California White Sage are a
great addition to any ritual
practice. Light one and allow the fragrant smoke
to carry your prayer and
magic. String color may

$3.95

RSW4

$2.95

RSSWEE

$3.95

RSW3

Sweetgrass Braid 18”
Sweetgrass Braid 24”
Used in Native American
Used in Native American
ceremonies for generations,
ceremonies for generations,
Sweetgrass is traditionally
Sweetgrass is traditionally
great for smudging and
great for smudging and
purification rituals. 18”
purification rituals. 24”

$15.95

RSWEB

$13.95

RSWEB24
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California White Sage smudge 3”
White Sage smudge 12pk 3 1/2”
White Sage smudge 3pk 3 1/2”
This small bundle of
A 12 pack of mini white
This is a 3 pack of small
California White Sage is
sage smudge sticks for
White Sage smudge sticks.
the perfect addition to your
smudging , blessing, and
Use it in all of your purificasmudging rituals, and is
purification rituals. Made in
tion and cleansing rituals.
considered by many to be
USA. 3 1/2” - 4”
3 1/2”
perfect for purification and
cleansing rituals. 3”

$3.95

RSWS

$45.95

RSWS12

$8.95

RSWS3

White Sage smudge 5-6”
White Sage smudge 5-6”
Yerba Santa Sage smudge stick 8”
Gathered and bundled by
These white sage smudge
Sacred to Native Americans
the Kumeyaay Indians, this
sticks as they are commonly
as well as Spanish Settlers,
sage smudge stick is an
known, and are burned at
Yerba Santa sage is used in
authentic Native American
one end to produce a frasmudging to provide deep
product, perfect for your
grant, purifying smoke for
spiritual cleansing and aid
rituals of prayer, purificaritual prayer and purificaon spiritual journeys. 8”
tion, and protection. 5-6”
tion magic. 5-6”.

$6.95

RSWS5

$4.95

RSWS5B

$7.95

RSYSW

Yerba Santa Sage smudge stick 3”
Translating into “Holy
Herb” from Spanish, Yerba
Santa is burned to aid with
spiritual journeys, and can
help you find your innermost self or deep, spiritual
cleansing. 3”

$3.95

RSYSW3
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